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QUESTION: 1
You are working with the shape layer in an image of your project. You want to preserve
transparency of the shape layer while working with other layers. Which of the following options
are correct in this scenario?

A. You will choose the Lock Image Pixels command to preserve transparency of the shape layer.
B. There is no need to apply any lock option since transparency of the shape layer is automatically
preserved.
C. You cannot lock a shape layer.
D. You will choose the Lock Transparent Pixels command to preserve transparency of the shape
layer.

Answer: B

Explanation:
While working with Type and Shape layers, there are two lock mode automatically selected, i.e.,
Lock Transparent Pixels that preserves transparency, and Lock Image Pixels that prevents
modification of the layer's pixels using the painting tools. These lock options cannot be deselected
with the Type and Shape layer. Answer option A is incorrect. Lock Image Pixels command
prevents modification of the layer's pixels using the painting tools. Answer option C is incorrect.
You can lock a shape layer. Answer option D is incorrect. Since Shape layer automatically selects
the Lock Transparent Pixels, there is no need to choose this option.

QUESTION: 2
Arrange in chronological order the steps that you will take to create graphics from templates and
data sets.

Answer:
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Explanation:
You need to take the following steps in order to create graphics from templates and data sets:
Create a graphic to use it as a template. Put the elements, which you want to change in the graphic,
on different layers. Define variables in the graphic to specify the parts of the image that you want
to change. Create data sets in the template, or alternatively, you can import them from a text file.
Preview the document with each data set before you export the files to see how your final graphics
will look like. Generate graphics by exporting them with the data.

QUESTION: 3
You want to reduce the opacity of a layer's contents. You want to ensure that the layer styles
applied to it are not affected. What will you do to accomplish this task?

A. Drag the Opacity slider down.
B. Click the Lock Image button.
C. Click the Lock Transparency button.
D. Drag the Fill slider down.

Answer: D
Explanation:
The Fill setting affects only the contents of a layer. It does not apply to any masks or layer styles
that are applied to the layer. Answer option A is incorrect. The Opacity setting affects the entire
layer. It applies to the contents of the layer as well as anything, such as masks or layer styles,
applied to the layer. Answer option B is incorrect. The Lock Image button is used to prevent the
use of painting tools on a layer. Answer option C is incorrect. The Lock Transparency button is
used to restrict editing on the transparent portions of a layer.

QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is an advantage of raster graphics?

A. Image adjustments can be applied on them without losing details.
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B. They can be scaled without losing the quality of an image.
C. They can represent continuous-tone images.
D. They are not affected by resolution.

Answer: C
Explanation:
Raster graphics: Raster graphics are usually known as bitmap images. These graphics are made up
of a grid of pixels. Raster graphics contain a fixed number of pixels and the information about the
color and location of each pixel. Raster graphics are resolution-dependent, so they lose details,
when scaled. The advantage of raster graphics is that they have an ability to represent continuoustone images because they can produce subtle gradations of shades and color.

QUESTION: 5
Lisa wants to select a circular area in an image and fill it with the orange color. Which of the
following selection tools will she use to make a circular selection?

A. Magnetic Lasso
B. Elliptical Marquee
C. Lasso
D. Single Column Marquee

Answer: B
Explanation:

QUESTION: 6
Which of the following layers uses a vector mask by default?

A. Type layer
B. Background layer
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C. Shape layer
D. Vector layer

Answer: C
Explanation:
The shape layer is added automatically to the Layers palette when you use a shape tool or a pen
tool with the Shape Layer option that is active in the Options bar. The outline of the shape is stored
in a vector mask by default. Answer option D is incorrect. There is no such layer as Vector.
Answer option B is incorrect. Masks cannot be added to the Background layer. The Background
layer is a layer that is automatically created when you create a new image unless you set the
Background Contents as Transparent in the New dialog box. Answer option A is incorrect. A type
layer is added automatically to the Layers palette when you enter a text in an image. The type layer
does not use any mask to store text.

QUESTION: 7
You are working on an image with two layers. What will you do if you want to make the upper
layer visible only where it is overlapping the contents of the lower layer?

A. Select the upper layer in the Layers palette and choose the Layers > Merge Down command.
B. Link both the layers.
C. Create a clipping mask.
D. Choose the Layers > Rasterize > All layers command.

Answer: C
Explanation:
A clipping mask enables you to clip a layer by the contents of the layer beneath it. Answer option
D is incorrect. The Layers > Rasterize > All layers command rasterizes all the layers that contain
vector data into pixel images. Answer option B is incorrect. Linking two or more layers or layer
sets enables you to move their contents together. It also enables you to copy, paste, align, merge,
apply transformations to all linked layers, and create clipping masks from all linked layers. Answer
option A is incorrect. The Layers > Merge Down command merges the layer selected in the Layers
palette with the layer beneath it. When layers are merged, the data on the top layer replaces the
data that it overlaps on the lower layer.

QUESTION: 8
You want to increase the kerning while typing the text in an image in Photoshop. Which of the
following key-combinations will you use to accomplish the task?
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